
Academic Complete
Trusted by libraries around the world for over two decades

With Academic Complete, libraries can offer an affordable, critical mass of over 232,000* multi-disciplinary ebooks 
with unlimited, multi-user access, powerful research tools and DRM-free chapter downloads. Academic Complete 
is ProQuest’s flagship subscription database that supports a wide range of students and faculty across the 
academic spectrum. 

A team of in-house librarians continually adds new titles to Academic Complete to support curricula, graduation 
rate trends and emerging courses and ensures your subscription content is always expertly curated based on the 
latest data. 

Academic Complete by the Numbers:
• Over 232,000 titles, hand-selected for quality over quantity

• Over 33,900 fully DRM-free titles 

• Content from 170 University Presses 

• Over 40 languages with broad subject coverage

• 7 enrichment elements for greater discovery and usage

• 10 key subject areas and content covering emerging degrees

“Academic Complete helps us to provide 
more ebooks for undergrads in subject 
areas in which we might not always 
choose to purchase ebooks. The interface 
has always been the simplest to use, and 
the one that our users seem to like the 
most. Also, the multiple users for every 
title is invaluable - we never have to worry 
about turnaways.” 

- Anne Cerstvik Nolan, Electronic Resources 
Librarian, Brown University Library

Academic Complete: Sample Content from Key Publishers

*Territory restrictions may apply



ANALYTICS

We help you understand 
users better. We provide 

both session and user based 
data. With Patron Analytics, 

libraries can create anonymous 
questionnaires that can be used 

to understand user behavior.
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To talk to the sales department, contact us at 
1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.

about.proquest.com

What Sets Academic Complete Apart?
Libraries get access to the best-in-class curated ebook subscription, where coverage matches curriculum, 
enrollment and graduation statistics, as well as emerging majors and minors.

Enhance Your Ebook Collection With Flexible Acquisition Models 
Libraries can build custom collections and stay within budget while taking advantage of the broadest acquisition 
choice across millions of titles on Ebook Central, OASIS and Rialto. Choose from multiple licensing and buying 
models, including Perpetual Access, Demand Driven Acquisition (DDA), Short-Term Loan (STL), Access-to-Own 
(ATO), and Evidence Based Acquisition (EBA). Speak to our Books Product Sales Managers to get started.

Integration With Learning Management System 
(LMS) integration, faculty can seamlessly link to their 
institution’s ebook content from within their LMS 
without leaving their course environment. It only takes a 
few steps to improve your student’s research, teaching, 
and learning workflow. Check the Support Center 
article to learn how. 

COVERAGE

Our titles are more likely to 
be used for longer. We focus 
on quality over quantity, hand 
selecting titles that support 

curricula, graduation rate 
trends, and emerging courses 
from renowned publishers and 

university presses. 

RESEARCH

Our free technologies drive 
usage. Customers receive 
complimentary access to 

the Book Display Widget for 
promoting titles as well as 
select Syndetics Unbound 

enrichment elements directly 
within Ebook Central.

Complementary Ebook Collections 
Our team of collection development librarians constantly 
evaluate global research trends and are dedicated to 
creating custom collections of academic ebooks. Find 
the most value by pairing Academic Complete with the 
subscriptions below: 

• University Press Ebook Subscription

• Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Ebook Subscription

• Sustainability Ebook Subscription

• New! Mental Health & Wellbeing Ebook Subscription

https://about.proquest.com
https://support.proquest.com/s/article/Integrating-ProQuest-Content-with-LMS?language=en_US
https://support.proquest.com/s/article/Integrating-ProQuest-Content-with-LMS?language=en_US

